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Letter of Recommendation
Mr. Petr Brusilovskij
born 09.07.1980 in Kiev
worked at our Head office in Berlin
from 08.11.2007 through 02.11.2008
as a trainee (Team Assistant)
Mr. Brusilovskij identified himself absolutely with his task and always showed an
excellent motivation and enthusiasm also beyond usual working hours.
As Mr. Brusilovskij is a very comprehensive young person, he was able to familiarize
himself independently and successfully in new areas of responsibility.
Mr. Brusilovkij presented high reliability, creativity and efficiency. Moreover, he
impressed me and my staff with his highly organized approach as well as with his
distinctive conceptualizing skills. Mr. Brusilovskij’s workload and the efficiency with
which he performed his tasks were ever to our complete satisfaction. He fulfilled the
assigned tasks always to our highest contentment.

Petr Brusilovskij was responsible for the following tasks:
1. Administrative activities:






Construction and management of a data bank (Access/Excel/Outlook)
all routine tasks of a management assistant (appointments, reservations, research)
Support with the construction of a Start‐up (Entrepreneurship)
Translations (German ‐ English/English ‐ German)
Routine maintenance of the company homepage (www.travelalliancepr.com) by
using a CMS (Joomla) and Wordpress (www.rivermania.org)
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2. Distribution, marketing, human resource management and events:






Handling of customer acquisitions (CRM)
Participation under marketing points of view in tourism events local and abroad
Planning, coordinating and implementing of trade show participation (ITB)
Composition of a job advertisement as well as the evaluation of the interviews.
Execution of MarCom (Marketing and Communication)

Mr. Brusilovskij has always behaved exemplarily towards superiors and employees
and has contributed in every regard to a very good and efficient teamwork. He proved
a special talent in the sovereign contact with customers and business partners.
We wish to express our sincere thanks to Mr. Brusilovskij for his excellently
performed work and wish him the best for his professional further progress.
Berlin, February. 11. 2008.
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